Could CLIP do the same for you?
Balfour Beatty Ground Engineering
used CLIP to increase the efficiency
and productivity of its repair workshop
and stores department.

Aims and
expectations

How the CLIP
process worked

We were looking for CLIP to assist us with strategic planning, improving
our processes for the timely delivery of materials to work sites, and the
delegation of work to staff as the company continues to expand.

Our aim was for CLIP to help us highlight those elements of our
operations that could be improved, suggest practical ways of making
improvements that would save time and resources, and thereby increase
competitiveness and profitability.

Our expectation was for CLIP to assist us to fill the order book by winning
more work at the right price and without increasing our overheads. We felt
this would lead to an improvement across the company and therefore assist in
company growth, guarantee the effective use of resources and maximise profit.

During our initial CLIP meeting, we reviewed the activities in the repair
workshop and stores department to ensure we had a full understanding
of the work elements. In subsequent workshops, which were attended by
representatives from all areas of the plant facility including fitters, engineers,
inspectors and managers, we then used work observation analysis.
This involved directly observing work and waste and recording the steps
involved on a process activity chart to help us understand the areas that
could be improved.

Following on from the pre-diagnostic session, our CLIP engineer suggested
we begin the diagnostic phase of the CLIP process by process mapping
our whole operation. This would allow us to understand our current state
and begin to identify where we needed to focus our efforts to gain the
maximum improvement.

To establish where to focus improvement activities, we carried out an
activity sample of our office manager’s job with a view to analysing its
work and waste content. This revealed that considerable time was spent
‘fire fighting’, specifically with regard to the supply of materials required
on site. As a result, we decided to focus our initial CLIP activities on the
site management process.

Our CLIP team, which included representatives from all levels of the
company, conducted in-depth reviews of the way the company operates
to identify how we could re-organise our processes to eliminate waste.

During the CLIP pre-diagnostic phase, we identified that the estimating
department was not running as well as it should with issues and bottlenecks
causing frustration to both the estimating team and the wider company.
With the assistance of our CLIP engineer, we progressed through a
three-phase improvement process.

With the help of outside consultants during the CLIP process, BBGE
introduced a new computer system for the monitoring and re-ordering of
stores, demonstrating CLIP’s ability to successfully co-operate with other
management consultancies. By helping to improve the information input
to the new system, stock levels are accurately recorded and subsequently
re-ordered in a timely manner.

Efficiency has been significantly improved in both the workshop, where less
time is spent travelling between work areas, and the stores department.
The improved layout and location of equipment within the stores means
items can be found quicker and stock levels better managed.
This has meant fewer rush orders/dispatches to site via expensive couriers
and less time lost as a result of items being out of stock. More efficient
maintenance has reduced out-of-service time and improved rig/plant
availability and utilisation. The wasted time that we have saved is now
spent on productive work as well as developing the department.

The high level current state map led us to decide to focus our efforts on
the pre-construction phase, including the steel fabrication processes within
our factory. It was agreed that a job runs more smoothly on site if it has run
smoothly through the pre-construction and factory stages. Having made
this decision, we began to map in much more detail our current state
processes for this phase. All through the mapping state we were identifying
issues, problems and bottlenecks that were contributing to the waste
within the process.
Once we had completed the current state map, we mapped a future state
process, detailing how we wanted the process to run without all the waste
that we currently experienced. To allow this future state to be implemented,
we re-designed some of our internal systems and paperwork.
One of the main issues identified in the process mapping was that we did
not have a robust variations procedure. To improve the situation, we again
used process mapping to determine our current state variations procedure
separately, using a focused team of individuals. This highlighted that if, for
any reason, there was a change to the specification, design or construction
of a building, it was ‘hit-or-miss’ as to whether the costs relating to those
changes were being recorded correctly, if at all. This meant that we were
effectively doing work that we were not being paid for.

We looked at issues dealt with by our site managers on previous jobs
and the key milestones for achieving a good start on site, which showed
that there was often not enough time to complete all the required tasks
before starting on site and that essential activities needed to be prioritised
through more effective planning.
To help us do this, our CLIP engineer introduced us to collaborative
planning on a project, which assisted the site manager to get site
material ordering done well in advance, improve the flow of information
to suppliers and give them more warning of the project’s requirements.
The site manager was able to order pro-actively rather than simply react
when a material was needed, leaving him more time to manage the site
as he was not having to tackle day-to-day supply issues.
Our CLIP engineer also showed us a lean improvement tool known as
Hoshin Planning. An inevitable consequence of the expansion of the
company is that the two founding partners need to step back from the
micro-management of projects and take on executive overseeing roles.
We used Hoshin Planning to lay out a three-year plan in which the
company’s activities are broken down into tasks that we can hand over
to our site managers.

We moved on to process map a future state for the variations procedure,
creating a much simpler, easy to follow process that guaranteed variation
costs would be correctly attributed. We then developed a detailed list of
actions to implement the future state process within the company.

The CLIP process has led to useful cross-department discussion, bringing
together staff that would not normally meet in this way, which has revealed
a number of unknown problem areas. As all parts of the company were
represented in the discussions, ‘buy-in’ to the improvement actions has
been ensured.
We are still in the process of implementing our future state and it is clear
that it will pay dividends once it is established. If we continue on this
course and are rigorous in our application, then there is no reason why we
should not achieve our target of the 2.5% improvement to the bottom line.

The CLIP approach of involving operatives from all areas and levels of
the company has created a robust process that is supported and well
understood by the whole team which has increased motivation.

Key learning points

Lakehouse Contracts used CLIP to
improve their estimating process.

Joyner PA Cymru Ltd used CLIP to increase
profitability by highlighting areas that could
be improved and identifying practical ways
of eliminating waste.

Our main aim when we started the CLIP process was to improve the
business and see an increase of 2.5% on our bottom line. To achieve this,
we were looking to improve the level of ‘right first time’, our lead-in process,
and finally communication with our staff, clients and suppliers.

Under the guidance of our CLIP engineer, we carried out a 5C exercise in
the locations of all the main processes on site, notably in the fitters store
areas. We then created standardised pick lists of tools for routine jobs at
the workshop to ensure that operatives have everything they need from the
outset of a job. We improved the organisation of the stores by re-arranging
the layout to ensure that the most frequently ordered items were nearest
the collection points and the least ordered items furthest away. We also
improved visual management by setting re-order levels – for example a
stack of a material now has a visible barrier that prompts a re-order before
the bottom of the stack is reached.

Future use of CLIP

Form Ltd used CLIP to improve planning and
site procedures, reduce costs and enhance its
service to customers.

We expected CLIP to give us a clear understanding of our current working
patterns and productivity and help us create standard formats that would
save time and resources and predict future requirements.

We found in BBGE’s main repair processes that there was a significant
proportion of work time that did not add value to the workshop’s services.
This included time spent ‘fire fighting’, waiting for items that were out of
stock, and moving between areas of the facility, for example, the work
areas and tool stores. We also found that time was wasted gathering
items of equipment from where they had been left after a previous job.

Benefits and
savings

Balsham Buildings used CLIP to
improve its pre-construction process
to realise its target of increasing its
bottom line by 2.5%.

We were initially concerned about committing the time needed for the
CLIP initiative because it is not easy for a small company to divert key
staff from day-to-day activities. However, the benefits of taking time to
talk through ideas and develop longer term plans – something we’ve
had little opportunity to do while coping with five years of sustained
growth – quickly brought benefits.
CLIP has helped us to overhaul our planning processes, which has
improved efficiency and reduced costs on site. The company directors
can now plan strategically and delegate work more effectively to the site
managers who in turn have learnt how to forward plan in a way that
improves their ability, for example, to get materials to site in good time.

We will continue implementing all that has been learnt during the CLIP
activities in the workshop and the stores, and there are now further
initiatives in progress that will benefit from the initial groundwork
undertaken through CLIP.

The CLIP process has really given us focus as to where the problems within
the business lie, making us think differently about the way we work on a
day-to-day basis. We will continue to apply the CLIP tools and methods
we have learnt until the complete end-to-end process has been addressed.

CLIP has subsequently been applied at another project where the site
manager and team have benefited from the development of a visual ‘map’
of the site’s processes to fully understand how things are working.
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There is great benefit from being able to take stock and observe
a process, which is often aided by having an independent
facilitator present
5C is a powerful tool for improvement: a good work environment
is vital for allowing people to work efficiently
Empowering people helps them to realise that they have the ability
to make change happen.
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Time should be taken to understand the roles of others in the
process – it should not be assumed their job is simpler than your own
Co-operation is a major cornerstone of any form of improvement
It is easier to identify solutions for a big problem if it is broken down
into smaller parts.

The CLIP initiatives are still taking effect and we have successfully applied
for funding for further days with our CLIP engineer to ensure that we gain
the maximum benefit from the process.
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Key members of staff should make time to meet and exchange ideas,
ensure common goals, and develop and update strategic plans
Collaborative planning involving site managers and operatives as
well as directors helps to focus efforts on project delivery, bringing
savings and enhanced customer satisfaction
Effective planning reduces the time spent fire fighting, increases
productive time and saves costs.

We used process mapping to visually represent our processes, which
gave everyone a shared understanding of how we work and provided
the opportunity to spot elements that could be improved. We began by
mapping our existing process for ordering materials to identify parts of
the process that caused delays and increased costs as well as actions
that could speed up the process and result in savings. We followed this
by mapping a process for future use taking account of these issues.
We found that, although each department was efficient in its own area, there
were often problems with communication between different departments.
By looking at the way our sites were being run, we realised that, whilst all our
site managers were capable of running their sites effectively, they did so in
completely different ways. This raised the question of what would happen if
one or more of them were away from the site for an extended period of time.
We resolved this by instigating some simple visual controls to assist the team
to plan works and disseminate information on the status of each property on
the estate and to serve as a communication tool for the customers.
We also looked at how site teams ordered their materials as well as the
way stores were being kept in order to minimise waste generated on site.
At later workshops, we focussed on the estimating process, again producing
current and future maps of the process. Areas highlighted for attention
included putting in place controls that meant, when one of the more
inexperienced estimators priced a job, we knew that it was as accurate
and competitive as if our most experienced staff had done it. The controls
included an initial tendering meeting: we developed the inputs for the
meeting and who should prepare them, and the meeting outputs and how
that information should be added to our Estimating Progress Sheets.

CLIP has improved the way our sites are run. By implementing a unitary
process for monitoring and re-ordering stock and cross referencing
orders with our administration department, we have clarified when orders
should be placed or chased up. A simple self inspection system has also
made a huge difference to the stock control process.
Our site managers now take a more cradle-to-grave approach to their
responsibilities in the sense that they have input at the beginning of a
job and then take ownership on site until completion. We developed and
implemented a site pack to help each site work in a more uniform way,
and our surveying department has developed a sequence of operations
that is closely linked to our administration department to eliminate
unnecessary duplication of paper trails.

Current state process mapping
We carried out a process mapping exercise, starting with the current state,
to identify issues, problems and wastes within the process, and understand
the reasons and route causes of these issues. The mapping exercise
involved everyone who played a part in the process at all levels as well as
different departments within the company who were either customers of,
or suppliers into, the process.
Future state process mapping
We set the current state map aside and started to map out the future
state, which detailed exactly how we wanted the process to be in the
future without all the associated issues and wastes of the current state.
By challenging the status-quo on numerous areas of the process, we
ended with an efficient, quality-focussed process that was still flexible
enough to allow the estimators the freedom they require. We then went
back to the current state to ensure that all the issues had been addressed
by our future state. We developed milestones by which to measure the
progress of estimates, and defined a timeline to provide estimators with
a maximum amount of time to produce a good estimate.
Improvement workshops
Now that we knew where we were and where we wanted to go, we were
able to start to improve and move towards the future state. This began
with the generation of a large action list detailing what each member of
the team had to do to implement the future state. We phased the change
from current to future state as changing everything in one go would have
been too much and would have been likely to fail.

CLIP has allowed us to cut out waste and improve efficiency within the
estimating department with the result that we now handle more estimates
without having increased the number of staff.
Coming together as a team in an open forum opened up lines of
communication, allowing everyone to fully understand what everyone
else does. This brought about an awareness of the issues, which enabled
us to formulate a plan that will work rather than just putting ‘sticky plasters’
over problems. Formally documenting our processes has introduced
consistency and provided us with a useful tool for training new members
of the team and educating the company as a whole as to what the
department does.

Following the CLIP activity, we have made several beneficial adjustments
to our operations, and we will continue to use the CLIP methods of
monitoring and improving the way we operate in order to further
enhance our services and increase profitability.

Following on from the success of our initial project with the estimating
department, we have already started a similar project in our social
housing department.
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It is important to take a step back and look at company operations
with an objective eye to identify areas that can be improved
Whilst separate parts of a company can be performing well, poor
communication between them may mean that the business as a
whole is not operating as effectively as it should
Simple steps can be taken to get all parts of the company working
together to optimise the overall profitability and competitiveness.

As a company, we have ambitious targets for expansion in the coming
years and, to help us through these exciting times, we are also considering
running CLIP projects throughout other areas of the company.
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Process mapping is an excellent tool to give everyone involved in
a process a complete understanding of the current situation and
highlight the problem areas for improvement
To achieve real improvements, you must make the time as a team
to sit down to discuss issues
Challenge everything: just because a way of working is long-established,
it does not mean it is right. Be prepared to try new working practices if
current processes are wasteful.

If you are interested in participating in the NSCC CLIP project, call NSCC on 0844 249 5351

